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Abstract: Sri Lanka has witnessed a striking increase in both the frequency and intensity of natural disasters over the last few decades. Natural disasters have caused human, physical, financial and environmental losses and made substantial impacts on the economy of Sri Lanka. The impacts of natural disasters are not homogeneous across various segments of the society. The distribution of impacts depends on the degree of physical vulnerability of a particular region to natural disasters and the socio-economic vulnerability. The poor, especially those who are dependent on natural resources for their livelihoods, such as farmers and fishermen are highly vulnerable to the negative impacts of natural disasters. Given the significant economic costs of natural disasters, disaster management issues have received high policy priority. Apart from reducing the physical vulnerability of the population, social protection systems do have an important complementary role in minimizing the effects of natural disasters. Sri Lanka is well-known to have an extensive social protection system. However, the degree to which the present system provides protection against natural disasters remains unexplored. Thus, the present study assesses the degree of protection provided by the present social protection system in Sri Lanka against natural disasters, identifies gaps in doing so, and thereby suggests suitable recommendations to strengthen the system.

The study reveals that the present social protection system in Sri Lanka is not adequate to address the socio-economic vulnerability due to external shocks created by natural disasters. All the disaster-related socio-economic measures in place are highly skewed towards immediate relief, whereas long-term economic well-being of the disaster vulnerable groups has received minor attention. The disaster insurance schemes are also not properly developed and the existing crop insurance schemes show a low coverage. Microfinance services also do not adequately respond to the needs of the disaster vulnerable groups. The study recommends the need for making reforms in the existing programmes, thereby to suggest better protection against natural disasters without introducing new measures and increasing the complexity of the system.
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INTRODUCTION

Sri Lanka has been experiencing an increased frequency and complexity of natural disaster incidents over the last few decades. For a developing country like Sri Lanka, an additional burden is posed on the economy by regular occurrence of natural disasters. Disaster-related vulnerabilities are now high in the agenda due to the impacts of global climate change. Scientific evidence finds that climate change will further increase the frequency and the intensity of disasters. The disasters cause loss of lives, damage to properties, impacts on livelihoods, etc. which pose significant implications on economic growth. However, the impacts of natural disasters are not the same across all segments of the society, thereby worsening the existing economic disparities. Particularly the poor are more vulnerable to such shocks since, by definition, the poor lack assets, have limited accessibility to opportunities, and poor connectivity to the social networks. On the other hand, the types of assets that the poor possess may be too limited or not sufficiently diversified to protect them against the negative effects caused by disasters. Thus, poverty itself is considered as a form of vulnerability (Tandon and Hasan, 2005). This calls for the need for having effective risk management tools in place.

Effects of natural disasters are not merely dependent on the nature or the magnitude of the disaster, but also, on the mitigation and prevention strategies, the level of
preparedness for the calamity and socio-economic status of the households or communities who are under the risk of disasters. Thus, disaster management systems should encompass measures to reduce both physical vulnerability and socio-economic vulnerability against disasters. Even though reducing physical vulnerability is seen as the cheapest option to manage disasters, socio-economic security systems still do have a very vital role in minimizing the impacts of a disaster. This does not mean that social protection instruments alone should be considered, but that they serve an important complementary role (Vakis, 2006) in the general framework of disaster risk management.

In this backdrop, disaster risk management has to be an integral part of the overall social protection system. As the poor are highly vulnerable to natural disasters, the poverty reduction strategies also should have elements of disaster risk reduction. Disaster-related social protection instruments would help prevent disaster victims falling into poverty and ensure at least a minimal level of well-being during and after disasters. However, in the case of Sri Lanka, there is little or no research conducted in relation to disaster risk management and social protection. The paper intends to shed light on the said research gap. Accordingly, the overall objective of the paper is to explore the extent to which Sri Lanka’s social protection system addresses the issues of those who are vulnerable to natural disasters. It reviews the social protection programmes which are already in place, with protection system addressing the issues of those who are vulnerable to natural disasters. It reviews the social protection programmes which are already in place, with the aim of identifying gaps that need to receive policy attention. Finally, the paper outlines suitable policy recommendations to improve the present social protection system of the country in order to provide better security during natural disaster situations by effectively addressing the disaster related socio-economic implications.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK: SOCIAL PROTECTION IN DISASTER MANAGEMENT

Disaster vulnerability is a multifaceted concept. The term vulnerability denotes the exposure to uninsured risk leading to a socially unacceptable level of well-being (Hoogeveen et al., 2004). The dimensions of vulnerability include exposure, sensitivity and resilience towards a risk. The first dimension of vulnerability, ‘exposure’ is linked to both occurrence of a disaster and the location. ‘Sensitivity’ is related to the socio-economic and ecological conditions of a particular group. Finally, the extent to which communities have coping capacities and adaptation strategies which help them survive under stress, recover and enact change to prevent future disaster risks, is termed as ‘resilience’. Social protection systems are meant to assist individuals, households and communities to better manage risks and to provide support to the critically poor (Holzmann and Jorgensen, 2000). Natural disasters are a kind of risk that people have to face and these fit ‘naturally’ within the social risk management framework in any country (Vakis, 2006).

The new framework of social risk management system introduced by Holzmann and Jorgensen (2000) identifies three main building blocks, namely, risk management strategies, risk management arrangements by level of formality and the actors in risk management. The risk management strategies consist of prevention, mitigation and coping strategies. Preventive strategies help to reduce the probability of a downward risk prior to the occurrence of a disaster. This may include policies relevant to public health, education, training and environment within a social protection framework. Mitigation strategies are designed to decrease the potential impacts of future downward risk before they occur. This includes income diversification measures, insurance mechanisms, etc. Coping strategies are designed to help the affected groups to relieve the impacts of the disasters once they occur.

Based on the level of formality risk management strategies can fall into three categories namely, informal arrangements, market-based arrangements and publicly mandated or provided arrangements. The actors of a social protection framework include individuals/households, communities, NGOs, market institutions, governments and international institutions. Individuals and communities have a lot of private information and thus, provide a platform for the creation of informal mechanisms to manage disaster risks. Whereas, market institutions have to depend on public information and therefore, have to face the problems of moral hazards and adverse selections. The government can play several important roles in reducing disaster risks such as implementation, facilitation and monitoring of risk prevention policies, provision of risk management instruments and provision of social safety nets.

In addition, an efficient and effective disaster risk management system should consider the elements of natural disasters (Vakis, 2006) and the degree of vulnerability. The elements of a natural disaster including the type of disaster, probability of occurrence, localization and extent, should essentially be considered in designing the strategies. It should also be differentiated whether the disasters are sudden one-time events or slow events which develop over time.
An effective social protection system should address the specific socio-economic implications resulting from natural disasters. The next section of this article identifies the nature of impacts of natural disasters and their implications on socio-economic vulnerabilities.

**SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF NATURAL DISASTERS**

Although the overall costs of natural disasters are difficult to measure in monetary terms, the evidence shows that the impacts are substantial. Thus, the negative impacts could retard economic performance of the country. For instance, in the year 2004 Sri Lanka experienced a severe drought and flood situation which led to deceleration the country’s economic growth from 6 percent of growth rate in 2003 to 5.4 percent (Central Bank of Sri Lanka, 2004).

Natural disasters have significant impacts on poverty. Like in many other developing countries, in Sri Lanka also, poverty is basically a rural phenomenon (Datt and Gunewardena, 1997) where 90 percent of the poor are living in rural areas.

Most of the rural poor are dependent on agriculture which is greatly affected by natural disasters in Sri Lanka. It is estimated that more than 33 percent of the workforce (Department of Census and Statistics, 2003) and 70 percent of the population depend on agriculture directly or indirectly for their income.

The poverty incidence among agricultural workers is around 24 percent which is significantly higher than the poverty rate of non-agricultural workers which is around 16 percent (World Bank, 2007). The alarming feature is that, in Sri Lanka 84 percent of the informal sector workers are agricultural workers and they are not covered by the government’s formal social protection schemes. The World Bank Poverty Assessment (2007) reveals that a high concentration of population in Sri Lanka hovers around the poverty line, so that even a small shock can cause a higher poverty incidence. However, the poor has been exclusively the target of most of the poverty alleviation programmes. One of the failures of anti-poverty policies of Sri Lanka is that the non-poor who are at risk of falling into poverty are not targeted (IPS, 2002). Since frequency and severity of natural disasters have been increasing over time, they can have significant impacts on poverty in the rural areas.

![Figure 1: Number of people affected due to natural disasters in Sri Lanka](source: Author's illustration using data from www.desinverntar.lk)
The coping strategies adopted by farmers during drought and flood situations lead themselves to move into greater poverty. A study carried out by Senaka-Arachchi (1998) in the Dry Zone of Sri Lanka reveals that 35 percent of the surveyed households have cut down meals and 75 percent of households have reduced the variety and quality of food consumed. This would possibly have significant impacts on the nutritional status of household members including the children. The household assets such as furniture, livestock, bicycles and jewellery are also being sold to cope with shocks. Availability of fewer non-farm income generating opportunities worsen the economic situation of the households. In the case of the Dry Zone of Sri Lanka, the principal way of supplementing household income at times of drought is wage labouring within and outside the village (Senaka-Arachchi, 1998). Large increases in the head count ratio were observed in the districts which are affected by the drought during the last decade. These districts include Moneragala, Ratnapura, Matale and Puttalam (World Bank, 2007). The coping strategies adopted by the coastal communities following the tsunami include reduced food consumption, selling assets and sending more household members to work (Arunatilake et al., 2006) which will ultimately affect the level of well-being of the victims. In this backdrop, provision of social protection seems to be a wise intervention to enable them to manage risks of disasters.

The analysis reveals the fact that natural disasters increase the existing vulnerabilities and pose additional vulnerabilities. Further, the available disaster coping strategies are not adequate to address the existing vulnerabilities. In this context, the social protection system has an important role to play to enable vulnerable groups to effectively face the impacts of natural disasters. The extent to which the existing social protection system addresses the aspects of disaster related vulnerabilities is assessed in the following section.

**REVIEW OF SOCIAL PROTECTION SYSTEM IN SRI LANKA**

Sri Lanka is well known to have an extensive social security system, which encompasses income supplementary programmes for the poor, old age insurance, universal access to education and health facilities, etc. It is estimated that nearly 55 percent of the labour force is covered by the government social security schemes such as pensions and other old age benefits and also some life insurance, health and disability cover (IPS, 2006). As per the continued commitment of the Sri Lankan government in the provision of universal education and health services for all, it has reached higher levels of human development. The section assesses the role of existing social protection programmes in managing natural disaster risks in Sri Lanka. Various disaster coping and disaster mitigation strategies are discussed in the subsequent sub-sections.

**Disaster coping strategies**

Disaster coping strategies are important in providing assistance for vulnerable groups to avoid consumption shortfalls and meet their immediate basic needs on the aftermath of a disaster. However, an effective disaster relief mechanism should identify the needs of the victimized groups and genuine beneficiaries. Relief should also respond to capacities of the communities and their aspirations. The interventions could be either in-kind transfers or cash transfers. In the case of slow disasters the informal relief mechanisms work well through mutual assistance, but this is not possible with sudden disasters such as floods, tsunami, etc.

**In-kind transfers**

In Sri Lanka provisions are made under two categories namely, widespread disaster relief and casual disaster relief. Floods, droughts, cyclones, land slides, plagues, inundation by sea, man-made disasters and fire are categorized as widespread disasters. Casual disasters include minor damages to property, damages to crops by wild elephants and fire. However, the recipients must be below a certain income level to be eligible for entitlement to relief under widespread and casual disasters. Funeral expenses, relief for medical treatment, relief for damaged houses, recovery payments for small scale self-employment enterprises that are completely damaged as a result of a disaster, relief for crop damages which are not covered by any other insurance scheme, provision of kitchen utensils are the kinds of relief provided in cases of both casual and widespread disasters. In addition, at widespread disasters, the affected and needy people are provided with cooked meals. If they need further assistance, dry rations are provided when the displaced people are able to prepare their meals personally.

The 2004 tsunami experience showed that relief and recovery activities in Sri Lanka took place in an uncoordinated manner. Following tsunami, a large number of NGOs, private society organizations and CBOs volunteered, providing relief services to the tsunami victims soon after the catastrophe. Since the relief activities were not coordinated well and due to a lack of
cooperation between the parties, the relief distribution showed high inequalities. The Disaster Management Centre (DMC) was established in 2005 and now the DMC is mandated to undertake planning, coordination and implementation of disaster management activities of the country.

Cash transfers

Cash transfers can play a useful role in the case of disasters by several means. They provide the victims with the highest flexibility in terms of how to use them. Thereby, the recipients are prevented from using harmful coping strategies such as reduction of consumption, etc. A cash grant programme was initiated in the aftermath of the tsunami with assistance from the World Bank. The affected households were given four instalments of Rs. 5,000 per family. The estimated total cost was Rs. 4 billion. Targeting errors were observed in the programme where a significant number of non-eligible households benefited.

Disaster mitigation strategies

Crop insurance in Sri Lanka

Insurance falls into a market based type of risk mitigating instrument. At a time of a calamity, disaster insurance provides compensation by pooling risks in exchange for a premium payment. A crop insurance scheme is being implemented by the Agriculture and Agrarian Insurance Board (AAIB). It is aimed to protect those affected against loss of income due to natural hazards. It covers 14 major crops and livestock, and post-harvest losses in those areas. The protection is provided against the losses caused by drought, inadequate water, excess water, floods, pest attacks, disease outbreaks and wild animal attacks. The insurance is based on the type of crop, mode of irrigation (rain-fed, large irrigation schemes, small irrigation schemes) and the degree of risk to a particular natural disaster. The enrollee has to pay a certain percentage of the insurance as the premium, depending on the magnitude of the risk, where the rates are 5, 6 and 8 percent for low risk, medium risk and high risk areas, respectively. The compensation payment depends on the premium paid by the farmer. In the case of the paddy insurance scheme, the farmers should adhere to the cropping calendar and should have planted recommended varieties of paddy. The crop loss should be a minimal of 20 percent for being entitled for compensation and the losses are determined based on the standard level of harvest for a given area. The schemes are being implemented through district level offices of the AAIB, with the assistance of field officers, agricultural research and development officers.

The performance of the scheme so far, shows that it functions below the required level. The scheme seems to be highly inefficient in reaching its target group. As shown in Figure 2, it shows a very low enrolment ratio which is mainly due to the inability of farmers to pay premiums. In addition, only those whose crops are at a high risk of being affected by the above mentioned natural calamities tend to be enrolled, causing the problem of ‘adverse selection’. Besides, getting the crops insured has become a necessity when farmers apply for agricultural loans from the banks. Thus, in addition to most vulnerable farmers, the loan applicants also tend to buy insurance. As a result, the insurance business has been costly and the AAIB does not seem financially viable for the successful implementation of the programme. Recently, the AAIB has excluded some of the crops from the scheme which are at high risk of being affected.

A private sector company recently entered the field of crop and livestock insurance, and is implementing a separate scheme, which shows common characteristics with the government programme. The income from crop insurance premium accounts only for a small part of their overall insurance business. Purchasing crop insurance from the company is a prerequisite for farmers if they are to apply for agricultural loans from the company. However, the company does not undertake any ground level promotion activities, to make the scheme popularized. Therefore, in order to retain the membership, customer care is highly emphasized during the claim process. The company is bound to pay the insurance to the farmers, most probably within 2 days after submitting a claim, if the required criteria for compensation are fulfilled; otherwise it takes less than 2 weeks. Claims are usually submitted through the banks. The cheques are normally sent to the member through the bank. During the period of 1998 – 2009, both crop insurance schemes on average (AAIB and private company) have covered only 4.23 percent of the total area of cultivated paddy (Figure 2). The discussion follows the fact that the scheme requires a strong ground level activity to increase membership.

Insurance for wild elephant attacks

Wild elephant attacks were recognized as a burning problem for rural agricultural communities living near natural forests in some parts of the country. Rising population poses pressure on natural forest covers and wild elephants get restricted/combined to small forest plots. The elephants come to cultivated areas in search
of food and water and destroy the crops, houses and other private property of the farming communities, intensifying the problems faced by them.

Hence, human-elephant conflict in turn has significant impacts on the agriculture-dependent poor. An innovative step forward is that a private insurance company has come up with an insurance policy to provide coverage against losses caused by ‘human-elephant conflict’ in 2007.

The policy aims at helping communities who are at the risk of wild elephant attacks, as well as conserving elephants and safeguarding their natural habitats. The scheme provides benefits in the case of death or permanent disablement of the insured, death or permanent disablement of the spouse, damages to crops insured and damages to insured homes. Twenty percent of profits of the scheme are intended for elephant conservation activities. The policy is integrated with other insurance activities carried by the company.

**Microfinance**

Microfinance encompasses several measures and instruments provided for the poor who do not have access to financial resources most of the time.

The role of microfinance is recognized to be vital during natural disaster risks, and microfinance has to be an integral component of a comprehensive disaster risk management strategy (Mechler, Linnerooth-Bayer and Peppiatt, 2006). The outreach of the formal credit institutions in providing credit facilities in the rural sector in Sri Lanka is less than 19 percent of the credit requirements. Due to easy access and minimal requirement of documentation, households seek credit facilities offered by informal lenders who include landlords, shopkeepers and traders, friends and relatives, at a high interest rate (Abeyratne Bandara, 1997). However, outreach of the microfinance services in the remote rural areas is constrained by lack of infrastructure facilities, limited opportunities available for non-agricultural activities and increased cost of business operations including costs on microfinance services as a result of insufficient infrastructure (Tilakaratna, Wickramasinghe & Kumara, 2005).

It has been common belief that microfinance services have reached the poorest of the poor though the majority is from non-poor vulnerable groups (Tilakaratna et al., 2005). The poorest groups use microfinance facilities for consumption purposes mostly, whereas non-poor households use them for income generating activities.

![Figure 2: Percent area of paddy extent covered by crop insurance schemes](source: Central Bank Annual Report 2009 and 2010)
However, microfinance in Sri Lanka has helped the poor to increase income and assets and also to uplift the habit of savings. The outreach of microfinance in the war affected Northern and Eastern provinces of Sri Lanka are inadequate to meet the present needs.

The microfinance sector in Sri Lanka is not yet properly developed to provide protection against natural disasters. A survey carried out in 17 districts (out of 24 districts) in Sri Lanka reveals that only 8 percent of the households have obtained microfinance as a disaster risk mitigation strategy. Although there have been a number of micro-credit programmes following tsunami, ground level evidence suggests that such programmes have not reached the communities actually in need. For instance, only 15 percent of the affected households in Southern and Eastern provinces of Sri Lanka have applied for loans following tsunami (IPS, 2006). In the Sri Lankan context, micro-credit cannot be seen as a common risk-management strategy following a disaster. IPS study (2006) reveals that most of the tsunami-affected households did not want to get into debt following the disaster situation. Better educated households were more likely to apply for loans following tsunami.

**Poverty Alleviation Programmes**

Since poverty and vulnerability are linked to each other, poverty alleviating programmes could also contribute to social protection. The largest social assistance programme in Sri Lanka, ‘Samurdhi’, aims at improving the nutritional status of poor families by direct financial assistance and to increase the income level of rural households through other programmes. Around 1.57 million families directly benefit through this programme (Central Bank of Sri Lanka, 2010). The Samurdhi insurance programme aims at reducing the vulnerability of the poor in terms of emergencies such as death, birth, marriage or illness in the family, but no provision has been provided to reduce their economic vulnerability to external shocks such as drought conditions, lack of water, environmental degradation, lack of access to public transport, poor education facilities, etc. (Salih, 2000).

**CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS**

The above discussion follows the fact that the present system of social protection in Sri Lanka does not adequately provide protection to the vulnerabilities caused by natural disasters. The outreach of the present social protection programmes is very small and the present system does not sufficiently respond to the actual needs of the disaster-vulnerable groups.

The most notable fact is that the whole disaster risk management system is centred on immediate relief rather than assisting households to make them less vulnerable to such risks. The skewness towards relief based interventions is due to several reasons. Provision of immediate relief to disaster victims is the most visible intervention in providing economic security in the short run. Thus, the system should shift from a relief-based approach to a compressive approach which responds to long term recovery needs as well as short term needs.

One of the policy priorities should be to restructure the crop insurance programme in Sri Lanka which has huge potential in assisting the disaster victims. Further research studies are required to understand the actual financial needs of communities following droughts and calamities, to identify their strengths and weaknesses and their aspirations and to identify different types of vulnerabilities following a disaster. Alternative disaster insurance instruments such as an index-based approach are being tested and implemented in various contexts, and the applicability of such alternatives in Sri Lanka also needs to be further studied.

Increasing the memberships of the programme has to be carried out using an innovative approach. Conducting proper awareness programmes is necessary to make disaster vulnerable groups to join the scheme. This could be facilitated through self-help groups. A variety of self-help groups are found in Sri Lanka including small farmer organizations, cooperative societies and various thrift societies who can coordinate and implement the insurance schemes efficiently. Through this approach, the insurance products can be made available at the doorsteps of the poor agricultural households and services could be delivered efficiently.

The analysis of coping strategies of households following natural disasters suggests that there is a huge demand for credit facilities following disasters. This type of programmes could be integrated into the Samurdhi programme, to provide better access to micro-credit facilities after disasters. The present social insurance programmes of Samurdhi could accommodate the insurance for natural disasters as well. In addition, introduction of alternative income sources during disaster situations could be a possible step in reducing vulnerability.

Finally, integrating programme that provide better security at natural disaster situations to the present system and restructuring the existing schemes would be much more appropriate in the Sri Lankan context.
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